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ONE ICONIC CHAIR

TEN DESIGNERS
ONE ICONIC CHAIR



The streamlined angular metal frame and soft 
rectangular shape of the cushion provide the 
perfect canvas for creativity //



Los Angeles-based furniture brand Croft House has 
partnered with 10 top interior designers to reinvent 
and refresh their iconic Sierra Chair in honor of the 
product’s 10th anniversary.  Each designer put their 
own spin on the classic by choosing a unique fabric 
for the cushion and powder coat color for the chair’s 
frame //



JSN     STUDIO

cushion: fadini borghi | opio terracotta
frame: flat bronze powder coat



Adair Curtis is a celebrated Interior Designer,  
TV Personality and Co-Founder of JSN STUDIO, 
a multidisciplinary styling and design firm based in 
Los Angeles. Adair’s holistic and elegant approach 
to style and living has garnered him a place on the 
coveted 1stDibs 50 2022 Honoree list and as star of 
the Netflix series, Instant Dream Home //



JEFF ANDREWS      DESIGN

cushion: misia paris | riviera du levant carbone fabric
frame: highland bronze powder coat



Jeff Andrews is an award-winning interiors 
and product designer based in Los Angeles. 
He is the author of “The New Glamour: 
Interiors with Star Quality” //



STUDIO     AHEAD

cushion: JG SWITZER custom indigo sheep felt
frame: pastel blue powder coat



Studio AHEAD is a San Francisco based art and design 
collective founded by Homan Rajai and Elena Dendiberia. 
From their office in Mission District, Studio AHEAD’s team 
charts out a new Silk Road traversing their Eastern and 
Western sensibilities and their clients’ cultural heritages //

LH.     DESIGNS



LH.     DESIGNS

cushion: s. harris | moa tamarind fabric
frame: aged red powder coat



LH.Designs is a boutique luxury design-build firm 
located in Los Angeles and completing projects across 
the country and internationally. Principal Linda Hayslett 
creates a lifestyle starting with planning, then construction, 
furnishings, and artwork //



cushion: misia paris | azur cotonneux mordore fabric
frame: transparent copper powder coat

STUDIO     FAITH BLAKENEY 



Studio Faith Blakeney is a creative incubator 
for a new approach to the field of interior design. 
The approach disregards convention in favor of 
innovation, collaboration, play, out-of-the-box 
thinking and social conscience //





BROOKE WAGNER          DESIGN 

cushion: bwd x solé | big sur night fabric
frame: khaki green powder coat



BROOKE WAGNER          DESIGN 

Brooke Wagner Design is a full service 
Interior Design firm based in Newport Beach, CA
focusing on custom homes from coast to coast //



STUDIO     MUNROE

cushion: voutsa | david linen x CW stockwell fabric
frame: traffic purple powder coat



STUDIO     MUNROE

Studio Munroe creates thoughtful and luxurious spaces 
that embody the belief that a home should be the perfect 
backdrop for the life lived inside. Based in San Francisco,
principal Emilie Munroe’s signature is found in the 
collaborative spirit, attention to detail, and joie de vivre 
incorporated into every project //



TALI      ROTH

cushion: pierre frey | medium latte fabric
trim: pierre frey | duke mohair velvet ivoire
frame: bronze chrome powder coat



TALI      ROTH

Established in 2015, Tali Roth is an interior design 
studio specializing in bespoke, one of a kind residential, 
commercial, retail, and hospitality spaces. We offer 
end to end interior design and décor services working 
in conjunction with architects, landscapers, and various 
trades to ensure we deliver the best service possible //



NOZ     DESIGN

cushion: donghia | outdoor daydream sky fabric
trim: schumacher | outdoor meyer brush fringe delft 
frame: outdoor ultramarine blue powder coat



NOZ     DESIGN

San Francisco-based Noz Nozawa 
is known for her commitment to artful 
and highly personal interiors. Fearless in
her design choices, her spaces are grounded 
in a commitment to helping her clients access 
joy and love through the process //



MAX      HUMPHREY

cushion: pindler x sunbrella | gridlock cedar fabric 
frame: rifle green powder coat



MAX      HUMPHREY

Max Humphrey is a Portland, Oregon-based 
interior designer whose trademark lived-in,
layered look has earned accolades nationwide. 
His new book, “Lodge: An Indoorsy Tour
of America’s National Park” comes out 
Spring 2023 //
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